Ramadan at Rove Downtown Dubai revealed:
Discover the spirt of Ramadan at The Daily Downtown Dubai

Dubai, United Arab Emirates, 23rd May 2016: The newly opened Rove Downtown Dubai has
unveiled its enticing Ramadan offers and menus for the hotel’s neighbourhood eatery, The
Daily. Rove Hotels’ flagship property will offer a modern multicultural and family-friendly
experience for diners during the holy month.
The Daily’s Iftar and Suhour menus have been specially designed by Chef Spencer Lee Black
and offer a selection of locally and regionally inspired dishes crafted with fresh, locally produced
ingredients, which reflect the casual nature of the restaurant.
Iftar at The Daily
Break the fast with a wide variety of delicious and multicultural cuisine, served sharing style at
The Daily including lamb ouzi, vegetable salona, chicken moulokieh and Arabic mix grill.
Offer: AED 125 per person / AED 60 for children aged 6-12 years / Children under 6 years dine
free.
/ Timings: Daily from sunset.
Suhoor at The Daily
Enjoy an exquisite and innovative array of delicious dishes such as harrira soup, cheese
rokkakat, Beiruti tacos and pulled lamb ouzi slider, offered during Suhoor to feel energised
throughout the day.
Offer: Available a la carte on a specially crafted Suhoor menu.
Rove Downtown Dubai is Rove Hotels’ first property, designed to feature the city’s cultural
heritage fused with 21st century innovation and sophistication. Designed for the new generation
modern traveller who likes to explore without borders, Rove Hotels is a joint venture between
Emaar Properties and Meraas.
For more information visit www.rovehotels.com, follow Rove Hotels on Facebook and
@rovehotels on Instagram and Twitter.
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Share your experience at Rove Hotels with the world:
#RoveHotels
#RoveDowntownDubai
#TheDailyatRove
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Notes to editors:

About Rove Hotels
A contemporary new midscale hotel and residences brand that reflects the pulse of modern
Dubai, Rove Hotels - a partnership between Emaar Properties and Meraas – is developed by
Emaar Hospitality Group in key locations in the city. Designed for the new generation traveller
who recognises value, stays connected through technology and gravitates towards culturallyinspired surroundings, Rove Hotels defines a new niche in Dubai’s vibrant hospitality sector.

Offering lifestyle inspired hospitality experiences, Rove Hotels are reliable, modern, fuss-free
and super-efficient for the young and young at heart, who, much like the residents of Dubai,
lead fast-paced urban lives. Efficiency and technology are the watchwords at Rove Hotels which
will resonate to the values and mindset of the warm-hearted, highly mobile socially connected
global nomads, who explore without borders.

With a focus on design, urban life and uplifting experiences, Rove Hotels assure total harmony
with seamless guest service, the highest aesthetic standards in design and superior comfort.

The first project in the Rove Hotels portfolio is Rove Downtown Dubai, centrally located in the
city near the business and lifestyle centres of Dubai. Other upcoming properties will be located
in Al Jafiliya, Oud Metha, Port Saeed, Dubai Marina, Satwa and nearby to Dubai Parks and
Resorts.
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